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The transformation laws for the electric and magnetic parts of the electromagnetic 2-
form and the Weyl tensor under a boost are studied using the complex vector approach,
which shows the close analogy between the two cases. For a nonnull electromagnetic
field, one can always find an observer which sees parallel electric and magnetic fields
(vanishing Poynting vector) and also sees a minimum electromagnetic energy density
(and minimum electric and magnetic field magnitudes) compared to other observers.
For Weyl fields of all Petrov types except III, and boosts along certain directions of
the Weyl principal tetrad, the more complicated Weyl transformation closely mimics
the electromagnetic boost transformation, allowing one to extend the electromagnetic
results directly to the families of boosts along those directions. In particular for black

hole spacetimes, the alignment of the electric and magnetic parts of the Weyl tensor
(vanishing super-Poynting vector) leads to minimal gravitational super-energy as seen
by the Carter observer within the family of all circularly rotating observers at each
spacetime point outside the horizon.

1. Introduction

Given a congruence of world lines associated with the (unit timelike) 4-velocity
u of a family of test observers in general relativity, one is immediately led to de-
compose differential forms and curvature tensors into electric and magnetic parts
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according to a standard procedure which generalizes the familiar decomposition of
the electromagnetic field into electric and magnetic fields in Minkowski spacetime.
The transformation laws for these fields and related quadratic combinations are
considered here for an electromagnetic 2-form and the Weyl curvature tensor, us-
ing the convenient complex linear combination of the electric and magnetic parts
associated with the complex-vector self-dual bivector formalism.1–3

Bel4–6 and Robinson7, 8 first introduced the Bel-Robinson super-energy-momen-
tum tensor for the gravitational field in vacuum in terms of the Weyl curvature ten-
sor in analogy with electromagnetism (see also9–11). Bel showed6 that for Petrov
types I and D, an observer always exists for which the super-Poynting vector van-
ishes: this observer aligns the electric and magnetic parts of the Weyl tensor in
the sense that they are both diagonalized and therefore commute. For black hole
spacetimes, the Carter observer family plays this role at each spacetime point.

By comparing the electromagnetic and Weyl cases in the complex vector for-
malism, one sees exactly why the analogy holds only in the case in which the
electric and magnetic parts of Weyl can be aligned. The transformation properties
then agree very nicely, including the condition on the boost defined by the super-
Poynting vector which leads to the diagonalizing observer. One also sees that as
in the electromagnetic case, this observer minimizes the super-energy among the
family of circularly rotating observer families for black hole spacetimes.

2. Electric-magnetic decomposition

The test observer family induces a 3 + 1 splitting of spacetime into space plus
time through the orthogonal decomposition of each tangent space into the local
rest space, denoted by LRSu, and the local temporal direction u. The orthogonal
decomposition of the tangent spaces is performed by applying the temporal and
spatial projection tensors

T (u)α
β = −uα uβ , P (u)α

β = δα
β + uα uβ . (1)

Tensors and tensor fields with no components along u are called spatial (with respect
to u) and the measurement of a generic tensor is defined to be the set of all spatial
tensors which can be obtained from the projection operations and contractions with
u. For index-free formulas A� refers to the completely covariant form of a tensor A.

The measurement of a p-form S leads to only two distinct spatial fields since at
most one contraction with u is possible before the spatial projection. These fields
are usually called the electric and magnetic parts of S

[ S(u) (E) ] α1 . . αp−1 = −uα Sαα1 . . αp−1 , [ S(u) (M) ] α1 . . αp = [ P (u)S ] α1 . . αp , (2)

and the orthogonal decomposition of S has the form

S = u� ∧ S(u) (E) + S(u) (M) . (3)
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The volume 4-form (4)η may be split in this way and only its electric part is nonzero.
This electric part reversed in sign defines the volume 3-form for the local rest space
LRSu

η(u) αβγ = uδ (4)ηδαβγ , (4)

and allows one to introduce the usual cross product of two spatial vectors (or
correspondingly for two spatial 1-forms) X and Y belonging to LRSu

[ X ×u Y ] α = η(u) α
βγ Xβ Y γ , (5)

and its generalization for a vector and a symmetric tensor and for two symmetric
tensors (all spatial)

[X ×u A]αβ = η(u) γδ(αXγAβ)
δ ,

[A ×u B]α = η(u)αβγAβ
δ Bδγ =

1
2
η(u)αβγ [A, B]βγ , (6)

where [A, B]βγ = Aβ
δB

δ
γ − Bβ

δA
δ
γ is the matrix commutator. Note that this

latter cross product vanishes when the two tensors commute, as occurs when both
are diagonal, for example. The vector dot product and tensor contraction notation
is also useful

X · Y = XαY α , [A X ]α = Aα
γXγ ,

[A B]αβ = Aα
γBγ

β , Tr[A B] = Aα
γBγ

α . (7)

In the case of the electromagnetic 2-form the electric and magnetic parts are
the electric field E(u)α and the spatial dual of the magnetic field B(u)α

F � = u� ∧ F (u) �(E) + F (u) �(M) ,

Fαβ = 2 u[ αE(u) β ] + η(u)αβ
δ B(u)δ , (8)

where the electric and magnetic field 1-forms are

E(u)α = Fαβ uβ , B(u)α =
1
2

η(u)αβγ Fβγ . (9)

The same measurement process applied to the Weyl tensor leads to the definition
of its electric and magnetic parts

E(u) α
β = Cα

γβδ uγ uδ , H(u) α
β =

1
2

η(u) α
γ

δ Cγ
δβρ uρ , (10)

which may be represented by symmetric tracefree 3 × 3 component matrices. In
index-free notation the context will always distinguish the 1-form field E(u)α from
the tensor field E(u)α

β .
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3. Relative measurements

Consider two distinct families of test observers with 4-velocity fields u and U

U = γ(U, u)[ u + ν(U, u)] , u = γ(u, U)[ U + ν(u, U)] , (11)

where ν(U, u) is the relative velocity of U with respect to u and it is spatial with
respect to u, while γ(U, u) = γ(u, U) is the associated Lorenz factor

||ν(U, u)|| = ||ν(u, U)|| , γ(U, u) = [1 − ||ν(U, u)||2]−1/2 , (12)

and the notation ||X || = |XαXα|1/2 for a generic vector X has been used. Introduc-
ing the unit relative velocity ν̂(U, u) = ||ν(U, u)||−1ν(U, u), one may parametrize
the relative speed by a rapidity parameter α = α(U, u)

(||ν(U, u)||, γ(U, u), γ(U, u)||ν(U, u)||) = (tanhα, cosh α, sinh α) . (13)

A unique boost B(U, u) in the plane of u and U (the relative observer plane) maps
u onto U and LRSu onto LRSU

B(U, u)u = U , B(U, u) ν(U, u) = −ν(u, U) , (14)

and acts as the identity on LRSu ∩ LRSU . This boost restricts to an invertible
map B(lrs)(U, u) = P (U) ◦ B(U, u) ◦ P (u) : LRSu → LRSU between the local rest
spaces. Similarly the projection P (U) restricts to an invertible relative projection
map P (U, u) = P (U) ◦ P (u) between these subspaces with inverse P (U, u)−1.

Transformation laws for physical quantities measured by the congruences u and
U can be obtained from the systematic application of the previous definitions. For
example, applying boosts and projections in the electromagnetic case leads to12

E(U) = γ(U, u)P (u, U)−1[E(u) + ν(U, u) ×u B(u)] ,

B(U) = γ(U, u)P (u, U)−1[B(u) − ν(U, u) ×u E(u)] . (15)

If one then expresses these transformation laws in terms of the orthogonal de-
composition with respect to the direction ν̂(U, u) of the relative velocity

E(u) = E‖(u)ν̂(U, u) + E⊥(u) , (16)

etc., then they take a more familiar form

E
′ ‖(U) = E‖(u) , E

′ ⊥(U) = γ(U, u) [E⊥(u) + ν(U, u) ×u B⊥(u)] ,

B
′ ‖(U) = B‖(u) , B

′ ⊥(U) = γ(U, u) [ B⊥(u) − ν(U, u) ×u E⊥(u)] , (17)

where the prime notation stands for

X
′
(U) = B(lrs)(u, U)X(U) . (18)

By introducing the complex vector field3 Z(em)(u) = E(u) − iB(u) denoted
simply by Z(u) in this section and the next one, these can be written together as

Z
′ ‖(U) = Z‖(u) ,

Z
′ ⊥(U) = coshα Z⊥(u) + i sinh α [ν̂(U, u) ×u Z⊥(u)] . (19)
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In terms of components, which hereafter will be assumed to be with respect
to an observer-adapted orthonormal frame eα adapted to u (e0 = u) and to the
relative observer map by choosing e3 = ν̂(U, u), this complex vector representation
reflects the isomorphism between the group of proper orthochronous Lorentz trans-
formations and SO(3, C), the group of proper complex orthogonal transformations.
In the 2-plane LRSu ∩ LRSU orthogonal to e3 within LRSu one has[

Z
′ ⊥(U)1

Z
′ ⊥(U)2

]
=

[
coshα −i sinhα

i sinh α coshα

] [
Z⊥(u)1
Z⊥(u)2

]
(20)

or in a more compact 2-matrix notation

Z
′ ⊥(U) = A(α)Z⊥(u) . (21)

4. The congruence u(em) measuring vanishing Poynting vector

The electromagnetic Poynting vector and the energy density are

P(u) = E(u) ×u B(u) =
i

2
[Z̄(u) ×u Z(u)] ,

E(u) =
1
2
[||E(u)||2 + ||B(u)||2] =

1
2
Z̄(u) · Z(u) . (22)

It is easily shown that the corresponding 4-vector is either timelike or null

||E(u)u + P(u)||2 = −E(u)2 + ||P(u)||2 ≤ 0 , (23)

with the null case corresponding to ||E(u)|| = ||B(u)|| and E(u) · B(u) = 0.
If E(u) and B(u) are not already parallel, consider the family of boosts along

the direction orthogonal to the plane they span, with ν̂(U, u) along ±E(u)×u B(u).
The parallel components of the fields are then zero so Z(U) = Z⊥(U).

As is well known (see exercise 20.6 of reference13), for a nonnull electromag-
netic field an observer in this family can always be found which sees a vanishing
Poynting vector, i.e., for which the electric and magnetic fields are proportional.
The derivation of this result is useful to see how to extend the result to one for the
analogous gravitational quantities. Using the property that the boost is an isometry
and evaluating the magnitude of the new Poynting vector, one finds

||P(U)|| =
i

2

∣∣[cosh 2α ν̂(U, u) · [Z̄(u) ×u Z(u)] + i sinh 2α |Z(u)|2]∣∣
=

1
2
|Z(u)|2 | cosh 2α tanh 2α(em) − sinh 2α|

= E(u)
| sinh 2(α − α(em))|

cosh 2α(em)
, (24)

where α(em) is determined by the condition ||P(U)|| = 0 to be

tanh2α(em) = i
ν̂(U, u) · [Z̄(u) ×u Z(u)]

Z̄(u) · Z(u)
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= 2
ν̂(U, u) · [E(u) ×u B(u)]
||E(u)||2 + ||B(u)||2 = ±2

||E(u) ×u B(u))||
||E(u)||2 + ||B(u)||2 . (25)

For nonnull electromagnetic fields, ||E(u) ×u B(u)||/[||E(u)||2 + ||B(u)||2] < 1, so
α(em) must be real and finite.

The new electromagnetic energy density is then

E(U) =
1
2

Z̄ ′(U) · Z ′(U) =
1
2
Z̄(u) · Z(u)[cosh 2α − sinh 2α tanh 2α(em)]

= E(u)
cosh 2(α − α(em))

cosh 2α(em)
. (26)

This shows that E(U) is a minimum for this new observer u(em) among this
family of boosts, with minimum value

E(u(em)) =
E(u)

cosh 2α(em)
, (27)

regarding which it is worth noting the identity (with obvious abbreviations γ, ν)

cosh 2α = cosh2 α + sinh2 α = γ2(1 + ν2) =
1 + ν2

1 − ν2
. (28)

Conversely, starting at this privileged observer and boosting along a direction
aligned with the common direction of the electric and magnetic fields leaves those
fields invariant since they are parallel to the boost direction, so the energy does
not change. Moreover a boost along any direction in the plane orthogonal to the
common direction leads to a new Poynting vector which is then parallel to this
boost direction (as a simple calculation shows), but among all such boosts along the
Poynting vector direction the starting value is already a minimum by construction.
However, apart from an additional unimportant rotation, a general boost can be
obtained by composing a boost from the new observer along the common direction
of the electric and magnetic fields and then one perpendicular to this common
direction, so this is a true minimum among all observers.

5. Gravitational transformation laws and definition of
super-energy density and super-Poynting vector

A similar analysis can be performed for the electric and magnetic parts of the
Weyl tensor.14 Introducing the complex (symmetric tracefree) spatial tensor field
Z(g)(u) = E(u) − iH(u), abbreviated to Z(u) in this section, one can evaluate the
effect of a boost in a general direction U in terms of the orthogonal decomposition
of the relative motion of u and U . Decomposing Z(u) into a scalar Z‖ ‖(u) and a
vector Z‖⊥(u) and tensor Z⊥⊥(u) both orthogonal to ν̂(U, u)

Z(u) = Z‖ ‖(u)ν̂(U, u)⊗ν̂(U, u)+Z‖⊥(u)⊗ν̂(U, u)+ν̂(U, u)⊗Z‖⊥(u)+Z⊥⊥(u) ,(29)
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one can further decompose Z⊥⊥(u) into its pure trace part involving Tr Z⊥⊥(u) =
−Z‖ ‖(u) and its tracefree part Z⊥⊥(TF)(u). One then finds

Z
′ ‖ ‖(U) = Z‖ ‖(u) ,

Z
′ ‖⊥(U) = coshα Z‖⊥(u) + i sinhα ν̂(U, u) ×u Z‖⊥(u) , (30)

Z
′ ⊥⊥(TF)(U) = cosh 2α Z⊥⊥(TF)(u) − i sinh 2α ν̂(U, u) ×u Z⊥⊥(TF)(u) .

Note that the transformation law for the vector Z‖⊥(u) is exactly the same as (19)
for the corresponding electromagnetic vector Z(em)(u), while the one for the tensor
Z(U)⊥⊥ is formally the same apart from a sign change and having 2α in place of
α. The compact 2-matrix adapted-observer component form for the last relation in
the e1-e2 plane corresponding to equations (20) and (21) which define A(α) is

Z⊥⊥(TF)(U) = A(−α)Z⊥⊥(TF)(u)A(α) . (31)

Examining the condition that the new value of Z‖⊥(U) be zero requires the impos-
sible condition tanhα = ±1, which means that either Z‖⊥(U) is initially zero or no
observer of this family can be found for which it becomes zero.

The natural generalization of the electromagnetic energy-momentum tensor

Tα
β =

1
2
(FαρF βρ + ∗Fαρ

∗F βρ) (32)

to the part of the gravitational field described by the Weyl curvature tensor is the
Bel-Robinson tensor4–8 defined by

Tαβ
γδ =

1
2
(CαρβσCγρδσ + ∗Cαρβσ

∗Cγρδσ) , (33)

where ∗ denotes the spacetime dual. In direct analogy with eqs. (22) and the elec-
tromagnetic energy density and Poynting vector contraction formulas

E(u) = Tαβuαuβ , P(u) = P (u)ε
αTεβuβ , (34)

the super-energy density and the super-Poynting vector9, 15 are obtained from the
Bel-Robinson tensor by

E(g)(u) = Tαβγδu
αuβuγuδ ,

=
1
2
Tr [E(u) · E(u) + H(u) · H(u)] =

1
2
Tr [Z̄(u) · Z(u)] ,

P(g)(u)α = P (u)ε
αTεβγδu

βuγuδ

= [E(u) ×u H(u)]α =
i

2
[Z̄(u) ×u Z(u)]α , (35)

and their decomposition is

E(g)(u) =
1
2
Tr

[
Z̄⊥⊥(TF)(u) · Z⊥⊥(TF)(u)

]
+ Z̄‖⊥(u) · Z‖⊥(u) +

3
4
|Z‖ ‖(u)|2 ,

P(g)(u) =
i

2

[
Z̄⊥⊥(TF)(u) ×u Z⊥⊥(TF)(u) + Z̄‖⊥(u) ×u Z‖⊥(u)

]
−ν̂(u, U) ×u �m

[
Z̄‖ ‖(u)Z‖⊥(u) + Z̄⊥⊥(TF)(u) Z‖⊥(u)

]
. (36)
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There are two complementary cases in which the effective transformation re-
duces to a single electromagnetic-like transformation which one can use to try to
transform the super-Poynting vector to zero: either i) Z‖⊥(u) = 0 or ii) Z‖⊥(u)
is the only nonvanishing part of Z(u). If one starts from a Weyl principal frame3

in which Z(u) takes its canonical Petrov type form, and considers boosts along
one of the spatial frame vectors, condition i) translates into requiring Z(u) to have
block diagonal form with respect to the chosen frame vector, which is possible for all
types except III, while condition ii) describes exactly type III. In that case, however,
Z‖⊥(u) corresponds to a null electromagnetic field and so one cannot transform the
super-Poynting vector to zero.

In the first case, the super-quantities simplify to

E(g)(u) =
1
2
Tr

[
Z̄⊥⊥(TF)(u) · Z⊥⊥(TF)(u)

]
+

3
4
|Z‖ ‖(u)|2 ,

P(g)(u) =
i

2

[
Z̄⊥⊥(TF)(u) ×u Z⊥⊥(TF)(u)

]
(37)

Evaluating the magnitude of the transformed super-momentum tensor leads to

||P (g)(U)|| =
∣∣∣∣− i

2

(
cosh 4α ν̂(U, u) ·

[
Z̄⊥⊥(TF)(u) ×u Z⊥⊥(TF)(u)

]
+ i sinh 4α Tr

[
Z̄⊥⊥(TF)(u) · Z⊥⊥(TF)(u)

])∣∣∣ . (38)

As long as Z⊥⊥(TF)(u) �= 0, one can define

tanh4α(g) = i
ν̂(U, u) · [Z̄⊥⊥(TF)(u) ×u Z⊥⊥(TF)(u)

]
Tr

[
Z̄⊥⊥(TF)(u) · Z⊥⊥(TF)(u)

] , (39)

but for α to be real and finite independent of the particular value of ν̂(U, u), the
inequality

||Z̄⊥⊥(TF)(u) ×u Z⊥⊥(TF)(u)||
Tr

[
Z̄⊥⊥(TF)(u) · Z⊥⊥(TF)(u)

] < 1 (40)

must hold. If it does, then one finds

||P (g)(U)|| = E(g)⊥⊥(TF)(u)
| sinh 4(α − α(g))|

cosh 4α(g)
(41)

and similarly

E(g)⊥⊥(TF)(U) = E(g)⊥⊥(TF)(u)
cosh 4(α − α(g))

cosh 4α(g)
. (42)

where E(g)⊥⊥(TF)(u) is the first term in the expression (37) for E(g)(u) contributed
to the super-energy by Z⊥⊥(TF)(u), while the remaining contribution from Z‖ ‖(u)
to the super-energy does not change since Z‖ ‖(u) is invariant under this family
of boosts. Thus the test observer with rapidity α = α(g) sees a vanishing super-
Poynting vector and a minimum value of the total super-energy among this family
of boosts. The analogy with the electromagnetic case is then complete.
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Examining the canonical forms for Z for the various Petrov types other than III
which all have block diagonal form, for type II and its type N limit the expression in
the inequality (40) has unit value and so one cannot transform the super-Poynting
vector to zero. This leaves only types I and D, which are diagonal and thus allow
three different boost directions and already have vanishing super-Poynting vector.
For boosts in each of these three directions, therefore, the super-energy is increased.

For a stationary axisymmetric type D spacetime like a black hole, one of these
three boost planes is tangent to the cylinders which are the orbits of the symmetry
group, containing the world lines of circularly rotating test particles. This means
that among all the circularly rotating observers (whose 4-velocity is a linear com-
bination of the two independent Killing vectors) at a particular spacetime point,
the one picked out by the above condition, namely the Carter observer, sees the
minimum super-energy.

6. Kerr-Newman spacetime

The Kerr-Newman spacetime representing a rotating charged black hole has the
following metric line element in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (t, r, θ, φ)

ds2 = −∆
ρ2

[ dt − as2dφ]2 +
ρ2

∆
dr2 + ρ2dθ2 +

s2

ρ2
[ ( r2 + a2 )dφ − adt]2 , (43)

where the abbreviations c = cos θ, s = sin θ have been used and

a = J/M , ∆ = r2 − 2Mr + a2 + Q2 , ρ2 = r2 + a2c2 . (44)

The associated electromagnetic field is

F =
Q

ρ4
( r2 − a2c2) dr ∧ [dt − as2dφ] + 2

Q

ρ4
arcs dθ ∧ [( r2 + a2 )dφ − adt] . (45)

The congruence which sees parallel electric and magnetic fields is the Carter
congruence16, 21 with 4-velocity u(car) and corresponding 1-form u�

(car) defined by

u(car) =
r2 + a2

ρ
√

∆

(
∂t +

a

r2 + a2
∂φ

)
, u�

(car) = −
√

∆
ρ

(
dt − as2dφ

)
, (46)

where the symbol 
 denotes the totally covariant form of a vector or tensor. The
spatial vector orthogonal to u(car) within the t-φ-plane with the same sense of
rotation (positive φ direction) is denoted by ū(car)

ū(car) =
as

ρ

(
∂t +

1
as2

∂φ

)
, ū�

(car) = − s

ρ
[adt − (r2 + a2)dφ] . (47)

An orthonormal frame adapted to this family of observers is then

e0̂ = u(car) , er̂ =
√

∆
ρ

∂r , eθ̂ =
1
ρ
∂θ , eφ̂ = ū(car) . (48)
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A direct calculation shows that the electric and magnetic fields are parallel and
directed along er̂ with components

E(u(car))r̂ =
Q( r2 − a2c2 )

ρ4
, B(u(car))r̂ =

2Qarc

ρ4
, (49)

so the same is true of the complex combination Z(em)(u(car)), whose only nonzero
component is

Z(em)(u(car))r̂ = E(u(car))r̂ − i B(u(car))r̂ =
Q

( r + iac )2
= 2Φ̄1 , (50)

where Φ1 is the only nonzero electromagnetic Newman-Penrose scalar.a The elec-
tromagnetic Poynting vector and the electromagnetic energy density are

P (em)(u(car)) = 0 , E(em)(u(car)) = 2 |Φ1 |2 . (51)

Regarding the gravitational quantities, the electric part of the Weyl tensor in
this congruence has the orthonormal components (a, b = r, θ, φ)

(
E(u(car))âb̂

)
=

Mr(r2 − 3a2c2) − (r2 − a2c2)Q2

ρ6


−2 0 0

0 1 0
0 0 1


 , (52)

while the magnetic part components are

(
H(u(car))âb̂

)
=

Mac(3r2 − a2c2) − 2arcQ2

ρ6


−2 0 0

0 1 0
0 0 1


 . (53)

The gravitational complex spatial field Z(g)(u(car))âb̂ then has the form

(
Z(g)(u(car))âb̂

)
=

(
E(u(car))âb̂ − iH(u(car))âb̂

)
= −Ψ̄2


−2 0 0

0 1 0
0 0 1


 , (54)

where

Ψ2 = − 1
( r − iac )2

[ M
( r − iac )

− Q2

ρ2

]
(55)

is the gravitational Newman-Penrose Weyl scalar. This is just the canonical Petrov
type D form of the complex field representing the Weyl tensor. The Carter observers
see the electric and magnetic parts of the Weyl tensor as proportional, exactly as
the electric and magnetic fields.

The super-Poynting vector and super-energy density are found to be

P(g)(u(car))â = 0 , E(g)(u(car)) = 3 |Ψ2 |2 . (56)

For a boost along the azimuthal angular (φ) direction, the condition Z‖⊥(u) = 0 is
satisfied, so the discussion of the previous section shows that among the family of
circularly rotating observers, the Carter observers minimize the super-energy.

aFor the electromagnetic and gravitational Newman-Penrose scalars of the Kerr-Newman solution
see e.g. Kramer et al.3 p. 214, eq. (19.20), whose conventions we follow here.
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7. Conclusions

By examining the transformation laws for the electric and magnetic parts of both
the Maxwell electromagnetic 2-form and the Weyl tensor, one sees the conditions
under which the Weyl case most closely resembles the electromagnetic case. This
reveals another property of the Carter observers in black hole spacetimes: not only
do they align the electric and magnetic parts of both the Maxwell and Weyl fields,
but they also minimize the energy and super-energy respectively among the family
of circularly rotating observers at each spacetime point.
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